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The first system in the world 
which provides certified 
pollutant free environments in 
yachts and ships.

Aircel70
Aircel85

Yacht series
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CONCEPT 

Current air treatment methods in 
Yachts are grossly inefficient due to:

80% of all pollutant production - odors, 
VOC from engine room and varnish 

coatings, virus and bacteria from guests, 
mold spores, fine dust and smoke from 
engine exhaustion - is environmentally 

controlled by ventilation ( HVAC )

The air you breathe is 100 
times more important of 

what you eat or  drink.



The large yachts are required 
to treat any airborne pollution 
to be vented to a control 
device located outside of the 
boat. Once collected, the 
polluted air is released in the 
environment ( sometimes 
recirculated ).

AIRcel creates a Pure Air Zone around it thanks to 
a unique biophysical phenomenon, has no usage or 
performance limits, proving to be the first, and the 
most powerful biological air purifier in the world.

Born to face and treat industrial and hospital air 
contaminants, its groundbreaking technology is 
now available also for yacths and ships.

Pure air is essential
to mantain perfect health and 
excellent body and brain fuctions.

CLEAN AIR IS THE REAL LUXURY

U-earth is the first biotech air purification 
system in the world, which destroys 

pollution without venting.
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WHY U-EARTH IS DIFFERENT
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Typical Yacht contaminants are divided in two 
levels:

1. Contaminants that respond to ventilation 
(10% of all contaminants including particulate 
matter of large dimensions and smoke).

2. Contaminants that DO NOT respond to 
ventilation (90% of contaminants including gas, 
ultrafine particulate matter and odors ).

90% of the air purifiers rely on the phenomenon 
of ventilation to attract contaminants. The other 
systems ( ionizers, activated carbon, 
UV,HEPA, multistage ) are efficient only for 
certain categories of contaminants and not for 
others.

Not all air purifiers are created equal. Some are 
more effective than others, and some 
unfortunately can cause bigger air quality 
problems  than they solve. OZONE is one of 
the most popular i the boat industry.

“U-earth is leader in biotech air 
purification, 

a totally inovative approach to 
safe pollution control and its 

natural destruction.

Competitors still rely on technologies 
20-30 years old.



Some companies produce air cleaners that 
deliberately introduce significant quantities of 
Ozone into your yacht for odor control purposes. 
But Ozone is an extremely unhealthy substance 
that can cause significant health problems for 
people who are exposed to it. If pumping a 
pollutant into the air to counteract pollutants 
sounds odd to you, you’re right.
Makers of ozone generators suggest that this 
process will destroy many of the unhealthy 
airborne chemicals in your Yacht. But the EPA* 
which has done considerable investigating into the 
effectivness of ozone generators, disagrees, and 
lists tree problems with these claims:

*Environmental Protection Agency in US.

“Ozone is a toxic gas 
with vastly different 

chemical ad 
toxicological properties 

from oxygen”
 - United States Environment 

Protection Agency

1. Many pollutants are not damaged by ozone - The EPA goes so far as to say in 
“Ozone Generators that are sold as air cleaners” that “for all practical purposes, 
ozone does not react at all with such chemicals”. Ozone may quickly damage you, 
but that does not mean everything is equally vulnerable to it.
2. Creation of new pollutants - When it comes to those things that ozone does 
neutralize, the reaction that destroys the original pollutant sometimes just creates 
new pollutants. For example, Ozone is also believed to react with acrolein, one of 
the many odorous and irritating chemicals found in second hand tobacco smoke.
3. Ineffective particle removal - Ozone does not do anything about unhealthy 
particles in the air. This would include pet dander or dust, for example.

Also, although there does exist some evidence indicating that ozone can be used 
to combat viruses , bacteria and mold, for this to have any measurable impact, the 
ozone would need present in qualities far above what humans can safely tolerate.
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THE SYSTEM

CREATE YOUR PURE AIR ZONE®
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U-earth System uses a proprietary 
tecnology to NATURALLY attract and 

destroy ANY KIND OF CONTAMINANT 
through a plug and play portable system, 

assuring the Air Quality of a surgery room.
The system simply creates a bubble of 

clean, Pure Air around it through electrical 
charge attraction.

U-earth AIR QUALITY SPECIALISTS will 
size the technology to your needs, 

customizing the color of the unit to suit your 
Yacht’s stile.

A U-monitor will be intstalled as part of the 
system for a 24/7 real time air monitoring 

control hence assuring that optimal Air 
Quality is met at all times.



Health is about taking action, and making sure the indoor air quality of your yacht is at an 
optimal level. A dashboard on your computer or portable devices, connected to U-monitor, 
shows real time evidence of the air quality in all Pure Air Zones while the most powerful air 
purification system in the world is destroying air contaminants.

Pure Air data based evidence

The first complete  real time air quality monitor
Today the air you breathe idoor can be monitored in real time for 20 different parameters 
and pollutants. If an air problem shows up, AIRcel biotechnology air purification systems will 
fix it instantly and guarantee the Pure Air Zone standards are met at all times.

Install and see the pollution decrease under your eyes.
U-monitor devices for air pollution real time detection and AIRcel air purifiers are plug and 
play systems, which can detect and solve every air quality problem without limitation of type 
or particle size. You will see air contaminants decrease under your eyes in real time.

Pure air is a must have.  When you enter a room smelling bad you immediatly instinctively 
think there is something wrong, your nose is telling you there is a potential treath to you 
health. In confined spaces like yachts and ships this is even more important.
By spending time in indoor cabins you might get used to bad air quality and not realize the 
discomfort any more after a while. But your guests will, as they enter the Yacht.

Amaze your guests with odourless cabins.



When it comes to air pollution there are 
NO SAFE LEVELS. It is really important to 

be aware of the air quality you are 
breathing, and unfortunately  
air pollution is not always felt 

as it happens with warm or cold.
How can you be sure of 

the quality of the air surrounding you?

Ozone

O3

Molecular
Oxygen

O2



NOW YOU KNOW.



THE TECHNOLOGIES
U-monitor
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U-monitor has been designed to monitor a range of 
environmental parameters such as::
- TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY’
- FINE DUST ( PM1, PM2,5 )
- 14 different types of gases.
- CO2



The environmental data detected 
from u-monitor sensors are sent to 
a Cloud server through a wireless 
interface. 
The data are transfomed by a 
proprietary software, U-manager, 
which feed key dashboards, 
r e p o r t s a n d p e r s o n a l i z e d 
analytics.

U-manager Dashboard displays 
U-monitor’s data in a user friendly 
manner, and it ’s accessible  
through a l ink on the web, 
protected by User name and 
Password. In this way you can 
easily access you data from any 
smartphone, tablet and PC.

U-monitor, the only complete system 
for 24/7 real time air quality monitoring.



THE TECHNOLOGIES
AIRcel 
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air inair in

air out

touch screen
control panel

LAN and USB sockets
On/off switch

electronic solenoid 
valve for automatic 
refilling

Water level

loudspeaker

extractable 
wireless fan

AIRcel, the natural  biotechnology
which cleans the air and eliminates the odors.

AIRcels are revoultionary bio-reactors containing a natural biomass formed by harmless 
natural microorganisms  able to digest and destroy, by bio-oxidation, all VOC ( Volatile 
Organic Compounds) and all the other airborne contaminants with no limit in size or type, like 
no other system currently on the market. 



Airborne contaminants, 
besides triggering allergies 
and diseases, generate 
odors which are very 
difficult to eliminate also 
with he use of hoods  with 
c a r b o n f i l t e r s , a i r 
exchange systems or even 
the more advanced Hepa 
of Ionic technologies. 

Thanks to the constant 
work of U-Ox additive, 
Biomass based, viruses, 
bacteria, molds, fungus 
a n d f i n e d u s t s a r e 
c a p t u r e d , t r a p p e d , 
digested and destroyed 
and the air released  form 
the system is pure and 
fresh , odor free. 

The result of this process 
is a natural sediment 
byproduct than formes on 
the bottom of the water 
t a n k , w h i c h c a n b e 
periodically discharged in 
the toilet.



THE COMMUNITY
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PURE AIR ZONE ® 
IS A GLOBAL PROJECT

JOIN THE BEST

Be part of something special.

The aim of our customers is to build a cleaner world and improve the quality of the air we 
breathe every day. 
The tool to make this possible is creating a company Pure Air Zone.

At U-earth we take great pride in our clients, and work along side each one of them to 
reduce their cost and energy consumpion, but more meaningly , their carbon footprint and 
their workers and customers wellness through the supply of certified Pure Air.

Here are just a few which have contributed to make the world a cleaner place:

Ferrari
Teatro alla Scala Milano
Fresenius Medical Care
Neprocare

Beretta Fabbrica d’Armi
Fideuram Bank
Earthcolors USA
Microsoft
Vodafone
Reutgers Hospital NJ

Berlinale
Tesiro
Philip Morris
BMW North America
and many more…..



THE TEAM
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U-earth USA
Biotechnologies
North America Head Office:
Clifton, New Jersey

U-earth Biotech Holding BV
 WTC Schiphol Airport
 Schiphol Boulevard 231
 B-Tower, 5th Floor
1118 BH Amsterdam/ Schiphol

U-earth Swiss SAGL
 Via Cattaneo 21
6900 Lugano
Switzerland

U-earth Biotechnologies srl
Italian Head office:
via Cavour 43
10123 Torino, Italy
E: info@u-earth.eu
T: *39 011 19666731

At U-earth we do only one thing, and we do it well like nobody else. 

Air quality is health related and as such it is the most important asset for human life. 
U-earth takes very seriously the task of making sure the air you breathe is of 
exceptional quality at all times. We have teams made of the most qualified 

Air Quality Specialits at the service of our precious customers. 



© 2015 U-earth biotechnologies. All rights reserved

www.u-earth.eu
www.pure-air-zone.com

CONTACT :  info@u-earth.eu


